Plants for saltland: this is bluebush
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THIS IS BLUEBUSH

The photograph shows bluebush (Kochia brevifolia) growing on salty land east of Corrigin.

Bluebush occurs naturally in the 12-16 inch rainfall belt in Western Australia. It may occur on your farm. Advisers called in to discuss salt problems with farmers have often found bluebush growing on the property and have recommended that it be given every encouragement. Alternatively it may be growing next door or in the road or rail reserve and be waiting for an opportunity to colonise your salt patch.

The best ways to encourage it are:—
- Fence your salt area and keep stock out for at least two years.
- Cultivate the soil to leave it rough so that it will catch blowing seeds.

When the bush becomes established the effort will be well repaid. The type of salt patch to which bluebush is suited is well drained areas in the 12-16 inch rainfall belt. It provides very productive and nutritious fodder.
New blue and grey Super Dexta gets a power boost to 44.5 B.H.P., the most in its class.

Super Dexta's super response injection pump allows Super Dexta's direct start diesel engine to provide extra power reserve for tough patches, maintaining full tractive effort even when forced back to half speed. Well placed gear ratios allow fastest work in all conditions with a minimum of changes. Delays are cut out on all power take-off work by Super Dexta's full 34.2 horsepower. Work is speeded by modern, single-lever hydraulics, and by wheel-spin-stopping, diff-lock, (standard fitting). You have the added advantage of dual-category linkage and many more built-in advanced safety and comfort features.
Now Super Major gets a power boost to 53.7 B.H.P. with 47 H.P. at the P.T.O. This work-speeding tractor power means you get over 8,500 lbs. pull at the drawbar. At the power-take-off, 47 H.P. is available at 1,700 engine R.P.M. For all jobs where greater power at the P.T.O. is essential—forage harvesting, rotary hoeing, or baling—Super Major's completely re-designed transmission is the answer. Sustained-lift hydraulics, with new top-link design, reacts to both tension and compression loads. Hydraulic controls include Qualitrol, Position Control and Flow Control with an optional remote control unit available as part of Ford's complete hydraulic equipment. Super Major is equipped with powerful disc brakes and diff lock and a new optional 'Rest-O-Ride' seat.